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 10,199 shelter units have been completed by the end of November 2011, with 362 units added in this month. 
The distribution of the shelters in 11 communes where Shelter Program operates is as follows: Port-au-Prince 
(863), Pétion-Ville (473), Delmas (5), Croix-des-Bouquets (5,022), Léogâne (398), Jacmel (809 incl. 335 semi-
permanent shelters), Cayes-Jacmel (3), Bainet (250), Petit-Goâve (1,502), Grand Goâve (838) and Les Cayes 
(36 permanent shelters). Additional 725 units are at different stages of construction. 

 Construction of permanent shelters in Les Cayes for EPPLS was completed, and relocation of beneficiaries 
began.  

 The last relocation operation of IDP families from IDP sites to Camp Corail Sector 3 (planned site) was 
completed. The site now hosts a total of 920 households. 

 An event to celebrate the delivery of 10,000 shelters took place in Petit Bois 2, Croix-des-Bouquets. 

 A total of 6,651 beneficiary households received solar power packs by the end of the month. 

 
Progress of shelter construction (30 November 2011) 
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Transitional Shelter Program 
 

IOM Transitional Shelter Program aims to provide 10,000 shelters to internally displaced populations (IDPs) affected by the 

January 2010 earthquake in Haiti. To meet the different aspects of the needs of the affected people, the program adopts an 

integrated approach, where in addition to providing shelters, IOM’s assistance is extended to rubble removal, construction of 

retaining walls, distribution of non food items, improvement in water and sanitation, and shelter information outreach activities. 

The program is funded by CIDA, Community Chest of Korea, ERRF, Japan, Sida and USAID.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Monthly Summary – NOVEMBER 2011 
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Progress of shelter construction by location (30 November 2011) 
Commune Sec communal November Total (Cumulative) Under Construction 

Transitional Shelter 

Croix des Bouquets 

Petit Bois 1 23 991 30 

Petit Bois 2 - 924 Achieved 

Petit Bois 3 88 733 32 

Camp Santo 17 - 368 Achieved 

Camp Corail Sector 3 126 920 Achieved 

Lilavois 51 1034 124 

CdB Psychiatric Hospital* - 50 
Achieved 

Good Samaritan* - 2 

Port au Prince 

Carrefour-Feuilles 24 573 223 

Turgeau (Mangeoire etc) 0 264 136 

HUEH Hospital* - 16 

Achieved 

Mars and Klein Hospital* - 6 
Sanatorium Hospital* - 4 

Delmas 
Old Military Hospital* - 4 

Delmas** - 1 

Pétion-Ville 

Morne Lazare - 100 72 

Aux-cadet - 370 
Achieved 

Clinics in Jacquot* - 3 

16/6
1
: from Place Sainte Pierre - 0 6 

Petit Goave 

Zone 7 - 315 

Achieved 

Zone 13 - 670 
Zone 14 - 517 

Grand Goave 

Zone 9 - 202 
Zone 11 - 329 

Zone 12 - 69 
Zone 13 - 238 

Jacmel 
Montagne la Voute - 330 
Jacmel Town - 138 

Lycee Pinchinat*** - 6 
Cayes-Jacmel Cayes-Jacmel - 3 

Bainet Bainet - 250 

Léogane 
Dufort - 350 

Léogâne Town 48 48 102 

Total TS  360 9828 725 

Semi-permanent shelter
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Jacmel Camp Mayard - 335 Achieved 
Public housing (in partnership with EPPLS) 

Les Cayes La Savanne 2 36 Achieved 

Grand Total  362 10199 725 
     * Shelters for medical use   **Special case involving one beneficiary in Delmas   *** Shelters for classrooms 

 
Summary status of community rehabilitation activities by Shelter Program (30 November 2011) 

Target area 

Retaining walls Rubble 
removed 

(cumulative, m³) 
Drainage/footpath rehabilitation Sanitation Complet

ed units 
Completed 
length (m) 

Carrefour-
Feuilles 

36 247 19,455 
(a)Jeudi: A canal and footpath completed. Works to protect 
escarpments  from erosion is planned 
(b) Baillergeau: steps and footpath improvement – ongoing 

- 

Mangeoire 45 355 11,862 
Drainage improvement and footpaths rehabilitation on-
going       

32 latrines 

Morne 
Lazare 

30 284 24,956 Drainage improvement and footpath rehabilitation planned See note
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Total 111 887 56,274 - - 

 
Summary status of IDP site improvement activities by Shelter Program (30 November 2011) 

Target site Site improvement activity 

Santo 17 Biodigester/toilets construction completed 

Corail (Sector 3) Common area development ongoing 

                                                 
1
 The program to rebuild 16 neighbourhoods and close 6 camps  

2
 These houses were initially designed as t-shelters, however, upgraded with reinforced foundations and structures to last for a longer term than 

standard transitional shelters. The houses have internal walls, ceiling and partition to make 2 bedrooms and a living area.   
3
 Four communal latrines constructed under a project of IOM WASH unit. 
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 Over 10,000 displaced families received shelter 
 

IOM transitional shelter (T-shelter) assistance reached over 10,000 families by the end of November 2011. This 
represents 10 percent of the total T-shelters committed by the shelter agencies. IOM shelters were provided in the 
following 10 communes: Port-au-Prince, Pétion-Ville, Delmas, Croix-des-Bouquets, Léogâne, Jacmel, Bainet, Petit-
Goâve, Grand-Goâve and Les Cayes. The map below shows the locations of IOM shelters: Blue dots represent 
completed units, and orange dots represent units under construction/planned. 
 

 
 
This achievement, which IOM Shelter Team attained after great efforts, was only made possible through the support 
and cooperation from its partners and the local communities. IOM celebrated this milestone on 15 November in Croix-
des-Bouquets, the commune where IOM delivered one of its first transitional shelters back in May 2010, and where 
shelter activities still continues. Representatives of the municipality of Croix-des-Bouquets, community members, and 
IOM staff gathered at the site where 10,000

th
 transitional shelter was built. The event was honored with representation 

by the Japanese government, which has been supporting the shelter operation since its beginning to date.  
 
The news of 10,000 shelters was gratefully received by the Mayor of Croix-des-Bouquets, with whom IOM has enjoyed 
excellent collaboration. IOM Chief of Mission in Haiti, noting the challenges lie ahead with half-a-million still displaced 
in camps, urged continued partnership and efforts among the shelter actors in finding solutions to the people who 
remain displaced. 
  
  

Updates – NOVEMBER 2011 

Community members of Petit Bois 2 gathered for the event (left); Mr. Dall’Oglio, IOM,  Mr. Claude, representing the Mayor of 
CDB, the owner of the 10,000

th
 T-shelter, and Mr. Ota, Japanese Embassy (right). 
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A deep well under construction (left); local children fetch water from the completed well (right) 

One two-story building of 8 family units, and 14 single-story buildings of 2 family units were provided on the site. 

 A housing solution: Pilot initiative in Les Cayes 

 
 
 
Nearly two years after the 2010 earthquake, over 550,000 people still remain 
displaced and stay at IDP sites across the earthquake-affected area in the country 
(DTM

4
 Sep 2011). Among many challenges, limited availability of land for 

relocation is an issue contributing to the prolonged displacement. Given this 
constraint, IOM has explored potential collaboration with the Government of Haiti 
(GoH) in provision of housing assistance through a pilot project in Les Cayes. This 
initiative supported Enterprise Publique de Promotion de Logements Sociaux 
(EPPLS), a public enterprise which runs social housing projects, through 
construction of housing units for 36 families on a EPPLS project site.                                                                                                                                                                              
 
Each housing unit comes with two bedrooms, a living area, a kitchen area, a patio 
or a balcony, and a latrine. The residents have access to water through two deep 
wells, also provided by IOM. All construction works on site were completed in this 
November. 
 
Following the completion of works, relocation of beneficiary families started on 16 November. The beneficiary selection 
was done in collaboration with EPPLS. Some are families staying at IDP sites in Port-au-Prince who were originally 
from Les Cayes. The remaining are vulnerable families in Les Cayes with no adequate housing solution. Beneficiaries 
rent the unit at a reasonable amount (about US$15 per month). 

 
 
 
 
  

                                                 
4
 Displacement Tracking Matrix: A monitoring tool designed to track IDP population movement, managed by IOM 
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 Relocation to Camp Corail Sector 3 completed 
 
Camp Corail is a planned IDP site which IOM, in partnership with 
authorities and humanitarian actors, has developed to accommodate 
people who were displaced in the 2010 earthquake. IOM Shelter 
Program was assigned Sector 3 for T-shelter construction. The 
relocation to Sector 3, carried out in phases, was finally completed in this 
November (See August 2011 Monthly Report for additional details). The 
site now hosts 920 households relocated from IDP sites in the city.  
 
The relocation of beneficiaries to Camp Corail started back in April 2010, 
initially in tents in Sector 4, while construction of T-shelters progressed. 
The first group of beneficiaries moved in IOM T-shelters at Sector 3 in 
September 2010. This month, the last relocation was carried out that 
moved 126 families who were staying in four IDP sites in downtown and 
surrounding area, from the communes of Delmas, Cite Soleil and Croix-
des-Bouquets. The operation, undertaken on 9 and 15 November 2011, 
was supported by the municipality of Croix-des-Bouquets, UNPOL and 
UN-MINUSTAH (Nepali and Jordanian contingents), which ensured the 
safety and security on site during the operation.  
 
Immediate needs of the relocated families including access to education 
and health facilities, and WASH services were catered to by partner 
agencies. In addition, recreational facilities such as playgrounds and 
multi-purpose communal buildings are presently under construction by 
IOM. Humanitarian actors are working with the municipality to hand over 
the management responsibility of the site to the municipality. 
 
On 18 November, the site received a group of government 
representatives from 10 countries including Argentina, Brazil, Czech 
Republic, Germany, Hungary, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Saudi 
Arabia and South Africa, who were visiting Haiti to familiarise themselves 
with the work of humanitarian coordination. The visitors appreciated the 
concerted efforts made by actors to respond to the human sufferings and 
the displacement caused by the 2010 earthquake. 
 
Photos from the top: Belongings of the relocated families unloaded from a truck; 
a family received a shelter key; representatives from ten countries saw an 
example of coordinated humanitarian approach in response to the earthquake; a 
basketball court and a multipurpose communal building under construction. 
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Integrated approach: Urban communities in Port-au-Prince gradually rehabilitated 
 
IOM Shelter Program is rehabilitating community infrastructure to create safer environment in targeted communities. 
The rehabilitation works include rubble removal and house demolition, and construction of retaining walls, drainage 
canals, and footpaths.  Retaining walls have an important role for shelter operation: Walls can stabilize the land for 
shelter construction, and mitigate risk of landslides and soil erosion. Drain works and footpaths mitigates flood risk 
and improves hygiene and sanitation.  These activities are carried out in urban Port-au-Prince/Pétion-Ville, in the 
locality of Mangeoire/Croix-des-Prez, Carrefour-Feuilles and Morne Lazare, the area of high population density, 
severely destroyed by the 2010 earthquake. These risk mitigation and rehabilitation activities are supported by CIDA 
and USAID.  
 

 
  Gabion work along the drainage canal constructed by IOM, Jeudi, Carrefour Feuilles: August 2011 (left) and November 2011 (right) 
  

  Footpath/drainage rehabilitation and retaining walls in Mangeoire, Port-au-Prince: November 2011 

 

 
  Rain water canal work in progress, Mangeoire: October 2011 (left) and November 2011 (right)  
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Delivering shelters to beneficiaries is logistically a challenging task in many ways. The first challenge is the 
distance. 84% of the total completed shelters, or 8,455 units, were delivered to beneficiary’s plots, which are in 
most cases scattered over wide areas: A shelter plot can be more than 10km away from the next plot. Second, it is 
the nature of the product we deliver, i.e. ‘shelter’, that makes the operation challenging. A standard T-shelter unit is 
made of 56 items such as timber, plywood, roofing sheets, screws, nails, just name a few. If one of these items was 
missing, a shelter could not be completed. Delivering all required items at the right time to the right place is only 
possible through good coordination between warehouse staff, transporters, suppliers, contractors, site supervisors, 
community mobilizers, and beneficiaries.  
 

 

  

After custom clearance, imported materials and some of 
the locally procured materials are stored and managed in 
IOM warehouse in Tabarre, then transported to various 
storage facilities near the project sites including sites in 
provinces, or to beneficiary’s plots. The exception is sand, 
gravel and blocks. These materials are available locally, 
and are procured in respective provinces.  

Certain conditions in Haiti make the logistic operation more 
time-consuming. Due to shortage of storage facilities, 
overwhelming poverty and security, IOM does not deliver 
complete sets of materials to storage facilities and 
construction sites at one time. Instead, materials are 
delivered as construction of shelter progresses. This 
minimizes the risk of materials to be lost, some are of high 
value.  

One of the most challenging sites the Shelter Program 
reached was Aux Cadets and Kafou Tenten in the 
commune of Pétion-Ville, on top of the mountains that 
separate Ouest and Sud-est Departments of Haiti. In that 
project area, IOM provided 373 shelters (incl. 3 units for a 
local clinic) in villages, hamlets, and isolated plots scattered 
all over the area. Shelter materials were reloaded on 
smaller trucks from bigger trucks halfway, and were 
unloaded at forward bases, which IOM set up to store and 
re-distribute materials. Since most of the construction sites 
were not accessible by a vehicle, the materials were 
carried manually. Often the neighbours helped each other 
and carried the materials to their plots. When no help was 
available, IOM arranged the delivery through local labours. 
At the peak of the activities, six IOM staff members stayed 
in the community to supervise and monitor the activities on 
site.  

In Focus: Delivering Shelters  - LOGISTICS 

IOM warehouse in Tabarre 

Shelters built on one of the many remote locations, 
Delea (Aux-Cadets), Pétion-Ville 

Roofing sheets delivered to a tented forwarding base in 
Kafou Tenten, Pétion-Ville 
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Deteriorated road condition after rain, Croix-des-Bouquets 

Weather is another factor that affects the logistic 
operation. Storms and heavy rains deteriorate the road 
conditions and make it difficult to access certain locations. 

Other situations that the logistic team needs to handle 
include intimidation and harassments by local gangs and 
opportunists who try to take advantage of IOM. One of the 
tasks of the field staff is to negotiate with the local people 
and cultivate their support so that IOM can continue its 
activities without interruption. 

The Shelter Program’s logistics operation base in 
Tabarre/Port-au-Prince is managed by a team of three in 
office, four in the field, four in the warehouse, and four 
drivers, with support from Warehouse and Procurement 
Units of IOM. 

Photos of activities in November 2011 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Beneficiaries collect timber at a delivery point, Carrefour Feuilles, Port-au-Prince (left);  Timber, blocks and cement bags 
piling up at beneficiary’s own store, deep inside a maze of houses in urban Pétion-Ville. Construction works for this 
beneficiary of 16/6 project was about to start (right). 

Timber has just arrived from IOM warehouse in Tabarre to a contractor’s warehouse in Léogâne (left); a portion of cement 
bags were delivered by IOM staff to a beneficiary of 16/6 project in a mountainous area of Pétion-Ville. Beyond this point it 
is no longer accessible by a vehicle. The beneficiary has to carry the bags to his plot up on the hill (right). 


